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The Court's mission is to provide a neutral forum for fair, prompt and objective hearings
for any person(s) affected by an action or proposed action of certain State agencies or
departments. The purpose of an administrative court such as the ALC, is to separate the

AGENcY MIssIoN

adjudicatory proceedings from the investigative and policy-making functions of the
agency. Prior to the creation of the Court, citizens who had a dispute with a state
agency and wanted to challenge any action related to the dispute had to appear before
hearing officers employed or contracted by that particular agency. The creation of this
Court provided a forum separate from the agency whose decision was in dispute. The
Court places a very high value on its ability to be fair and neutral to all of the litigants
that appear before the Court and on continuing efforts to improve its results.
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AGENcY's DtscusstoN AND ANAlysts
The South Carolina Administrative Law Court (Court or ALC) celebrates its 20th anniversary in 2014. Over the
years, the Court has developed from an agency wlth 6 Administrative Law Judges (AU) and staff in the Executlve
Branch to an agency and court of record with an additional division, the Office of Motor Vehicle Hearings
(OMVH), housing five (5) hearings officers and staff. The Court's jurisdiction has increased at a steady pace and
the caseload has increased almost twelve fold since 1.994. (ln L994,72O cases were filed and in FY 13-14, 8,561
cases were filed). We now hear cases involving all state agencies except those arising under the Consolidated
Procurement Code, the Public Service Commission and the Workers' Compensation Commission. (See Age of
Disposed Cases below for specific case types filed with the Court). Also, during this time, appeals of the Court's
decisions have moved from either the board or commission of the agency or the circuit court, directly to the
appellate courts of the State. The Court has successfully managed this additional workload even during difficult
budget cycles and staff vacancies due to reductions in appropriations. During the past several budget cycles,
however, the Court has received new funding and revenue to offset many of those previous cuts.

The Court was created to provide a neutral forum for fair, prompt and objective hearings related to our
jurisdiction. Though the ALC provides an excellent forum for the review of administrative law matters, there is
always room for improvement, especially related to the time frames for disposing its cases (see Graph Charts
regarding percentage of disposed cases). All of these developments and years of growth put the ALC in a good
position to evaluate our strategic goals and where we go from here.
The Chief Judge is statutorily responsible for the assigning of an AIJ to each case filed with the Court and
oversees the OMVH where the cases are automatically assigned to a hearing officer based on specific geographic
regions. The Chief Judge is also responsible for the administration of the Court and OMVH, including budgetary
matters and supervision of the support staff. The other ALJS a re individ ually responsible for efficiently disposing
of cases assigned to them and for the supervision of his or her administrative assistant/law clerk. Although the
Chief Judge is the administrator of the Court, each AU has complete autonomy over the cases he or she is
assigned to preside over. Therefore, each AU and his or her law clerk are responsible for ensuring the fair and
prompt disposition of the cases assigned to their office.
During the past fiscal year, the Court has been working with the vendor of the case management system (CMS)
it obtained in 2008 to implement the upgrade provided by the original contract. The completion of this upgrade
should be finalized by the end of this fiscal year and will pave the way for the Court to develop an electronic
filing system for its litigants and to provide public access electronically. All of these technology improvements
are intended to increase the Court's efficiency. The upgrade to the current CMS will assist the Judge's offices by

having specific workflows for each filing type (contested case, appeal, regulation hearing or injunction) that
track and provide timeframes for each step during the life of a case from filing to final disposition. As mentioned
previously though, because each judge is autonomous, there is no required uniformity among the judges, offices
or requirements that mandate compliance with the timeframes or workflows. Adherence to the workflows and
processes for the cases through use of the upgraded CMS will improve the Court's performance measures
concerning the timely disposition of cases. However, the Court's current structure, with six autonomous judges,
offices, does not lend itself to centralized oversight of case disposition processes. ln order for the General
Assembly and the public to continue to hold the ALC accountable, legislative changes are necessary to provide
such oversight.
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